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In the context of the modified Becke-Johnson (mBJ) potential, we recently underlined that ḡ, the average of
|∇ρ|/ρ in the unit cell, has markedly different values in transition-metal oxides and pure transition metals [Tran
et al., J. Appl. Phys. 126, 110902 (2019)]. However, since ḡ is a constant it is not able to provide local information
about a particular atom in the system. Furthermore, while g can be used only for periodic bulk solids, a local
(i.e., position-dependent) version would allow us to consider also low-dimensional systems and interfaces. Such
a local function has been proposed by Rauch et al. [J. Chem. Theory Comput. 16, 2654 (2020)] for the local mBJ
potential. Actually, a local version of g, or of another similar quantity like the reduced density gradient s, could
also be used in the framework of other methods. Here, we explored the idea to use such a local function g̃ (or s̃),
defined as the average of g (or s) over a certain region around a transition-metal atom, to estimate the degree of onsite correlation on this atom. We found a large difference in our correlation estimators between noncorrelated and
correlated materials, proving its usefulness and reliability. Our estimators can subsequently be used to determine
whether or not a Hubbard U on-site correction in the density functional theory (DFT)+U method should be
applied to a particular atom. This is particularly interesting in cases where the degree of correlation of the
transition-metal atoms is not clear, like interfaces between correlated and noncorrelated materials or oxygencovered metal surfaces. In such cases, our estimators could also be used for an interpolation of U between
correlated and noncorrelated atoms.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.104.155127

electrons in the same electronic shell and is defined as

I. INTRODUCTION

Density functional theory (DFT) [1,2] is the main computational tool to perform electronic structure calculations on
systems of realistic complexity; however, one has to be careful
when dealing with strongly correlated systems like Mott insulators. Prototypical such examples are the antiferromagnetic
(AFM) 3d-transition-metal oxides (TMO), for which DFT
predictions using standard semilocal approximations for the
exchange-correlation energy are very inaccurate (typically, a
too small or even absent band gap, and a too small magnetic
moment [3]). More accurate DFT approximations, like hybrid
functionals [4–7], or beyond-DFT methods, like DFT plus
dynamical mean field theory [8–10] or reduced density matrix functional theory [11,12], can improve significantly the
description of correlated systems, but they are prohibitively
expensive for large systems. However, at a practical level
there exist DFT methods that are barely more expensive
than standard semilocal functionals and therefore suitable
for calculations on large systems, but also more reliable for
systems with strongly correlated electrons. This is the case,
for instance, of the modified Becke-Johnson (mBJ) potential
[13,14] and DFT + U [15–17], both being as accurate as the
hybrid functionals for strongly correlated systems.
In DFT + U , the Hubbard-model parameters to represent
the on-site screened Coulomb (Hubbard U ) and exchange
(Hund J) interactions are used. U , which is usually larger
than J, is a measure of the on-site interaction between two
2469-9950/2021/104(15)/155127(9)

U = E (d n+1 ) + E (d n−1 ) − 2E (d n ).

(1)

It is the Coulomb energy cost to transfer one electron from
one site to the other such that the number of on-site interactions between two electrons is increased by one (from n2 − n
to n2 − n + 1). In Eq. (1), E (d n ) is the energy of an atom
with n localized electrons in the d (or f ) shell. In order
to achieve reasonable results with DFT + U , two important
points should be considered.
First, although a qualitative improvement of the results for
correlated systems can be obtained by DFT + U , the results
depend of course on the value of the parameters U and J. Their
values are often empirically calibrated such that the result
for a property (e.g., band gap or oxidation energy) matches
experiment. However, they can also be obtained ab initio by
some methods like constrained-LDA [18–20], constrainedRPA [21–25], or from linear response [26,27]. Nevertheless,
there is still some ambiguity as well as freedom in the numerical implementation of these methods. For instance, localized
d or f orbitals in solids usually hybridize with other valence
sp orbitals, causing an entangled band structure with considerable band widths, and it is difficult to uniquely define the
localized states in solids.
Second, it is not even always clear, or known in advance, if
U should be applied or not. In contrast to AFM TMO where
a large U value of 6 − 8 eV is required, in a pure transition
metal (TM) the d electrons are itinerant, i.e., only weakly
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correlated, and no U needs to be used in principle. However,
there are of course intermediate cases, and furthermore, in a
given (complicated) system the degree of correlation may vary
from one atom to the other even of the same type. This is the
case, for instance, when a surface system consists of a TMO
layer adsorbed on top of a pure metal; the degree of correlation
on a TM atom is expected to decrease when going from the
surface (TMO-like) deep into the bulk (pure TM-like).
In the present work, we will show that quantities depending
on the electron density ρ (that we will call correlation estimators) can be used to distinguish between correlated and
noncorrelated 3d TM atoms in any kind of systems. Bulk
solids, interfaces, and surfaces will be considered. Such a
quantity could in principle be used to determine, at least
qualitatively, whether or not a Hubbard U correction should
be applied on a TM atom.
We mention that Wang and Jiang proposed in Ref. [28] to
use ρ to parametrize U and J. More specifically, a simple average of ρ, calculated either in the whole unit cell or only in a
sphere surrounding the atom, was used as screening parameter
in the Slater integrals that enter into the expression of U and J.
They applied the method for calculating the energy difference
between the AFM and ferromagnetic (FM) states of strongly
correlated bulk solids.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the theory and
the computational details are given. In Sec. III, the results are
presented and discussed, and in Sec. IV a summary is given.

about the strength of correlation on a particular atom. Simply
using Eq. (2) would not really work since some (local) average
(as in ḡ) is still necessary in order to have a function that is able
as ḡ to distinguish between TMO and pure TM (see discussion
in Sec. III A). To this end we will use the smeared local
estimator first suggested in Ref. [31] and then implemented
by Rauch et al. [32,33]. This local correlation estimator, g̃, is
a local average of g:

|r−r |2
1
(4)
g(r )e− 2σ 2 d 3 r  ,
g̃(r) =
2
3/2
(2π σ )

II. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

where ρth is a threshold for very low densities. For ρ 
ρth , |∇ρ|/ρ is obtained, while for ρ  ρth , g becomes (1 −
α)/β = [1 − (−0.012)]/1.023 = 0.989. Equation (5) was
proposed in the framework of the local mBJ potential to
cope with the aforementioned problem, but also to have the
correct asymptotic behavior of the local mBJ potential in
the vacuum region. Here, the goal of the damping with the
function erf(ρ/ρth ) is to have a faster convergence of the
plane-wave expansion of g. Although the first term in Eq. (5)
is not necessary and could be discarded for the purpose of the
present work, we decided to use the full original expression
from Ref. [32]. How ρth is chosen in the present work will be
explained in Sec. III.

A. Correlation estimators
1. g̃(r)

Our first correlation estimator is based on
|∇ρ(r)|
,
g(r) =
ρ(r)

(2)

where ρ is the electron density and ∇ρ the first derivative. In
Ref. [29], it was proposed to use g to calculate the screening parameter ω (ω ∝ g), which determines the separation
of short- and longe-range exchange in the screened hybrid
functional HSE [7]. Then, the average of g in the whole unit
cell of volume Vcell ,

1
g(r )d 3 r  ,
(3)
ḡ =
Vcell
cell

was used to define the parameter c that specifies the relative
weights of the two terms in√the mBJ potential [13]; c was
parameterized as c = α + β ḡ, where α and β are constants.
In Ref. [30], we discussed the ability of ḡ to distinguish between strongly correlated TMO and itinerant elemental TM
by having clearly different values. However, since ḡ is a
constant for a particular system, it cannot be used as a local
probe and distinguish between different atoms in the same
system. Furthermore, on the technical side, it is not applicable
to nonperiodic solids, interfaces, and systems with vacuum
(low-dimensional systems), since in such systems averaging
a quantity in the unit cell has no meaning.
In the present work, we are searching for a quantity that is
local (i.e., position dependent) and can provide an indication

where the smearing parameter σ determines the size of the
region (centered around r) over which g is averaged. The
details of how σ can be determined and set as a parameter
will be discussed in Sec. III. The expression for g̃ is very
advantageous since it can be very easily calculated by using
the convolution theorem if g is expanded in plane waves.
Note that in periodic bulk systems, g̃ becomes a constant and
recovers the value of Eq. (3) when σ is large enough.
However, for surfaces and other systems with vacuum,
numerical issues (|∇ρ|/ρ may become very large close to
the surface region) need to be solved. We followed the prescription proposed in Ref. [32], which consists of modifying
Eq. (2) as follows:





1−α
|∇ρ(r)|
ρ(r)
ρ(r)
g(r) =
+
, (5)
1 − erf
erf
β
ρth
ρ(r)
ρth

2. s̃(r)

The second correlation estimator that we will consider is
based on the reduced density gradient s, which is used in the
enhancement factor of exchange functionals of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [34]; s reads
s(r) =

|∇ρ(r)|
.
2(3π 2 )1/3 ρ 4/3 (r)

(6)

Besides a constant factor, s differs from Eq. (2) by the power
in the denominator that makes s dimensionless. Far from the
nuclei, s goes to infinity (while g goes to a constant), but
does not show the large values close to surface regions like
g. Similarly to the second term in Eq. (5) for g, we will damp
s in the vacuum:


ρ(r)
|∇ρ(r)|
s(r) =
(7)
erf
2(3π 2 )1/3 ρ 4/3 (r)
ρth
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TABLE I. Values of g̃ and s̃ on the 3d TM atom in correlated and noncorrelated bulk solids calculated with σ = 1.78 bohr. The magnetic
state is indicated in parenthesis.
Noncorrelated

g̃

s̃

Ti (NM)
V (NM)
Cr (AFM)
Mn (NM)
Fe (FM)
FeAl (FM)
FeNi (FM)
Fe3 Ni (FM)
Fe2 P (FM)
FeSb2 (FM)
Co (FM)
Ni (FM)
Cu (NM)
Cu2 Sb (NM)
Cu3 P (NM)
CuAu (NM)
Cu3 Au (NM)
Zn (NM)

1.23
1.27
1.35
1.40
1.43
1.23
1.50
1.48
1.42
1.50
1.51
1.57
1.58
1.52
1.56
1.61
1.62
1.47

0.41
0.39
0.40
0.47
0.48
0.38
0.49
0.49
0.46
0.52
0.49
0.49
0.49
0.49
0.54
0.52
0.54
0.49

and then use it in
s̃(r) =

1
(2π σ 2 )3/2



 |2
− |r−r
2σ 2

s(r )e

Correlated

d 3r

TiO2 -anatase (NM)
TiO2 -rutile (NM)
Ti2 O3 (NM)
V2 O3 (AFM)
SrVO3 (NM)
Cr 2 O3 (AFM)
CrO2 (FM)
MnO (AFM)
MnO2 (AFM)
Mn2 O3 (AFM)
FeO (AFM)
Fe2 O3 (AFM)
Fe3 O4 (FM)
FeF2 (AFM)
CoO (AFM)
NiO (AFM)
CuO (AFM)
Cu2 O (NM)
CuI (NM)
ZnO (NM)
YBa2 Cu3 O6 (FM) - Cu1,Cu2
YBa2 Cu3 O7 (NM) - Cu1,Cu2

(8)

to get our second correlation estimator.

g̃

s̃

2.02
1.98
1.90
1.93
1.90
1.97
2.00
1.85
2.02
1.99
1.83
1.96
1.92
2.18
1.86
1.90
1.91
1.79
1.79
1.97
1.81,1.89
1.81,1.89

0.81
0.76
0.71
0.70
0.68
0.75
0.72
0.66
0.75
0.72
0.65
0.73
0.70
0.91
0.66
0.66
0.77
0.68
0.79
0.80
0.78,0.70
0.77,0.70

the correlation estimators g̃ and s̃ can be performed efficiently
using the convolution theorem. If the convolution theorem
could not be used, the calculation of g̃ and s̃ would be very
cumbersome (see discussion in Ref. [39] for the weighteddensity approximation).

B. Computational details

III. APPLICATIONS

All calculations presented in this work were carried out
using the all-electron WIEN2k code [35,36], which is based
on the full potential linearized augmented plane-wave and
local orbitals [FP-(L)APW + lo] method [37,38]. In the FP(L)APW + lo method, the wave functions, electron density,
and potential are expanded in spherical harmonics inside the
atomic spheres and in plane waves in the interstitial region.
The GGA functional of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)
[34] has been used to treat the exchange-correlation effects
in the self-consistent calculations. The parameters of the calculations, like the number of k-points or the size of the
basis set, have been chosen such that the results are well
converged. Typically, we used a basis-set size corresponding
min
min
to RMT
Kmax = 9, where RMT
is the smallest atomic sphere
radius in the system and Kmax is the magnitude of the largest
reciprocal lattice vector.
An important point concerning the calculation of the correlation estimators g̃ and s̃ is the following. WIEN2k is an
all-electron code; therefore a plane-wave expansion in the
entire unit cell of the wave functions and all derived quantities
like ρ is in principle practically impossible. However, g and s,
and more particularly the damped versions Eqs. (5) and (7),
are smooth enough such that it is possible to expand them
in plane waves in the entire unit cell with a Fourier series
that is not prohibitively large. Therefore, the calculation of

A. Bulk solids

In order to find a relation between the degree of on-site
correlation and g̃ or s̃ on a 3d TM atom, we calculated these
two correlation estimators for a series of bulk solids with a
wide range of correlation strength: From pure TM (itinerant
non- or weakly correlated) to AFM oxides (strongly correlated). All considered systems are listed in Table I along with
their magnetic state: Nonmagnetic (NM), FM, or AFM. For
the non-/weakly correlated systems, not only are pure TM
considered but also other systems such as FeAl or Cu3 P.
For the more correlated systems, AFM and NM oxides are
considered, including YBa2 Cu3 O6 and its parent compound
YBa2 Cu3 O7 , which is a high-Tc superconductor.
Figure 1 shows the calculated g̃ and s̃ on the TM atoms
for different smearing parameters σ in Eqs. (4) and (8), respectively. The largest considered value of σ is 3.78 bohr
(2 Å), as originally chosen in Ref. [32] for the local mBJ
potential, so that g̃ and s̃ are averaged over a region that covers
typical interatomic distances. Then we gradually reduced σ
until 0.78 bohr, which is more representative of the size of
an atom. Since the results for σ = 3.78 and 2.78 bohr lead
to the same results for the bulk systems, we do not show the
values for σ = 3.78 bohr. The main observations that can be
made are the following. The most interesting one is that except
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FIG. 2. Two-dimensional plots of g in FM fcc Ni (left) and AFM
NiO (right) in a (001) plane. A Ni atom is always at the center. The
scale of the ruler is in bohr and on top Gaussian functions for σ =
0.78 (blue) and 1.78 (red) bohr are shown.

FIG. 1. Box plot of the values of g̃ (upper panel) and s̃ (lower
panel) on the 3d TM atom in correlated and noncorrelated systems
obtained with different values of the smearing parameter σ (in bohr).
The inner horizontal line in each box shows the median and the outer
horizontal lines are the minimum and maximum values, while the
outliers are shown with plus signs.

tems, the values of g̃ range from 1.2 to 1.6, while they are
clearly larger for the correlated systems, between 1.8 and 2.2.
For s̃, the range is 0.4 − 0.55 for the noncorrelated systems
and 0.65 − 0.9 for the correlated solids. Thus, for instance,
g̃ = 1.7 and s̃ = 0.6 for σ = 1.78 could be used as boundary
values to distinguish between correlated and noncorrelated
systems and to decide if, at least qualitatively, a particular TM
atom would need or not need a Hubbard on-site correction U
in a DFT + U calculation. However, it seems to be difficult to
estimate a value of U from the estimators, because we do not
really see any systematic trend neither across the 3d series nor
within a certain class of compounds.
Among the correlated solids, we note that FeF2 and CuI
are not oxides. While the former is a typical correlated AFM
solid, the latter, which has the zinc blend structure, is a
highly mobile p-type wideband-gap nonmagnetic semiconductor (similar as ZnO or TiO2 ). Considering it as correlated is
somehow consistent with the results from Refs. [40,41], where
it is shown that the mBJ potential alone is not accurate enough
to yield the experimental band gap, so that adding an effective
Hubbard term U is necessary. Studies led to similar conclusions about the use of DFT + U for ZnO or TiO2 [40,42–44].

for the smallest values of σ (0.78 and 1.03 bohr), the values
of the correlation estimators in correlated and noncorrelated
systems are clearly different. For a value of σ that is too
small, the average is done only around the atomic core region
and the resulting value becomes system-independent and no
distinction between correlated and noncorrelated systems can
be made. We can also observe that the range of values of g̃
for the correlated systems is quite narrow. Also, g̃ shows a
pronounced variation with respect to σ and increases when σ
decreases. On the other hand, for the correlated systems s̃ has
a much larger spread than g̃ and is quite independent of σ .
In any case, both g̃ and s̃ seem to be good candidates to be
used as correlation estimators. In the rest of this section, the
discussion will be mainly based on the results obtained with
σ = 1.78 bohr.
The numerical values of g̃ and s̃ obtained with σ =
1.78 bohr are shown in Table I. For the noncorrelated sys-

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional plots of s in FM fcc Ni (left) and AFM
NiO (right) in a (001) plane. A Ni atom is always at the center. The
scale of the ruler is in bohr and on top Gaussian functions for σ =
0.78 (blue) and 1.78 (red) bohr are shown.
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TABLE II. Values of g̃ and s̃ on the Ni atom in FM fcc Ni and AFM NiO calculated with different smearing parameters σ (in bohr).
σ

2.78

1.78

1.53

Ni
NiO

1.52
1.81

1.57
1.90

1.67
2.03

Ni
NiO

0.48
0.65

0.49
0.66

0.50
0.67

1.28

1.03

0.78

1.95
2.29

2.50
2.77

3.37
3.51

0.54
0.70

0.60
0.72

0.65
0.71

g̃

s̃

In order to discuss g̃ and s̃ in more detail, and to show
the effect of σ , we take a closer look at two examples: FM
face-centered cubic (fcc) Ni and AFM NiO (in rocksalt structure) as noncorrelated and correlated systems, respectively.
Figures 2 and 3 show two-dimensional plots of g and s for
Ni and NiO within a (001) plane with a Ni atom at the center
of the plot. Gaussian functions with σ = 0.78 and 1.78 bohr
are added to the figures to show which area is covered by
the integration in Eqs. (4) and (8). With σ = 0.78 bohr the
integration is done only in the region close to the Ni atom,
thus giving values of g̃ and s̃ in Ni and NiO that are rather
close (see Table II). With σ = 1.78 bohr the low s and g area
is also covered, which leads to more different values for g̃
and s̃ in noncorrelated and correlated systems, as discussed
above. Table II shows the values of g̃ and s̃ in Ni and NiO for
other values of σ . In order to sufficiently take into account the
environment of the Ni atom (i.e., for NiO the effect due to the
oxygen atoms) for calculating the average, σ has to be large
enough, let us say at least 1.2 bohr.
B. Interfaces and surfaces

Moving to more complex systems, the values of g̃ and s̃
on TM atoms in interface and surface systems are discussed
below.
1. Interfaces

We calculated g̃ and s̃ on Mn atoms in an interface of AFM
body-centered cubic (bcc) Mn with MnO2 in rutile structure.
The (001) interface model consists of 9 Mn and 7 MnO2
layers and has only a small 3.5% lattice mismatch. As shown
in Fig. 4, the interface model consists of Mn atoms in four
different situations: One in the middle of the Mn slab without
oxygen neighbors, one in the middle of the MnO2 slab with
six oxygen neighbors, and two in the interface region with
two and four oxygen neighbors, respectively. Table III shows
g̃ and s̃ on the Mn atoms obtained with different values of the
smearing parameter σ . There is a clear relation between the

FIG. 4. Side view of the Mn/MnO2 interface system. The color
coding of the atoms is as follows: Red (O), dark blue (Mn with no O
neighbors), light green (Mn with two O neighbors), dark green (Mn
with four O neighbors), and light blue (Mn with six O neighbors).

correlation estimators and the oxygen coordination, except for
small values of σ (0.78 bohr for g̃ and up to 1.28 bohr for s̃).
For comparison, g̃ and s̃ obtained from bulk calculations of
Mn and MnO2 (both AFM) are also shown in Table III. In
most cases, the bulk values agree very well with the values
on the corresponding side of the interface system [Mn(no O
neighbor) and Mn(6 O neighbors), respectively]. However,
some differences can also be noted such as in the case of g̃
with σ = 3.78 bohr for Mn or s̃ with the small values of σ for
MnO2 . Figure 5 shows the perfectly linear relation between
our correlation estimators and the oxygen coordination number for σ = 1.78 bohr. Thus with our correlation thresholds of
1.7 for g̃ or 0.6 for s̃ we can classify the Mn atoms with two
oxygen neighbors still as noncorrelated, while those with four
oxygen neighbors should already be considered as correlated.
Actually, one could use g̃ or s̃ (or equivalently the number
of O neighbors because of the linear relationship between
these quantities) to interpolate the value of U on the Mn
atoms. This is what we have done in the interval of U ranging
from 0 to 3.9 eV [45]. For the Mn atoms with 0, 2, 4, and 6
O neighbors, the interpolated value of U is 0, 1.3, 2.6, and
3.9 eV, respectively. Figure 6 shows the results obtained after
three different PBE + U calculations (with no U , U = 3.9 eV
for all atoms, and the interpolated U ) for the Mn magnetic
moment (calculated as an average over the Mn atoms with
the same number of O neighbors). We can see that for the
“metallic” Mn atoms with no O neighbors, PBE + U with interpolated U gives a magnetic moment that is slightly smaller
than with PBE. On the other hand, the interpolated U method
gives the largest magnetic moment for the “correlated” Mn
atoms surrounded by 4 and 6 O atoms. Thus this shows that
with our scheme to interpolate U , a qualitatively reasonable
trend for the magnetic moment for all Mn atoms in the interface system can be obtained, while this is not the case with
plain PBE and PBE + U with a fixed U (3.9 eV).
2. Surfaces

As mentioned in Sec. II A and in Ref. [32], g as given by
Eq. (2) is quite large in the vacuum region, while s [Eq. (6)]
even goes to infinity far from the nuclei. Therefore, they were
damped by multiplying them by erf(ρ/ρth ) [32]; see Eqs. (5)
and (7). The threshold density ρth is a parameter that has to be
chosen suitably, i.e., not too small so that one has damping of
g and s in the vacuum, but also not too large so that they are not
affected inside the bulk. In fact for our purpose, ρth should be
chosen such that the values of g̃ and s̃ on the surface atoms are
the same/similar as the values on atoms deeper in the bulk.
Taking the Fe-(001) surface as an example, the effect of the
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TABLE III. Values of g̃ and s̃ on Mn atoms in the Mn/MnO2 interface system calculated with different values of σ (in bohr). The values
in bold for σ = 1.78 indicate the correlated atoms; g̃ and s̃ in bulk Mn and MnO2 (both AFM) are also shown for comparison.
σ

2.78

1.78

1.53

Mn(bulk)
Mn(no O neighbor)
Mn(2 O neighbors)
Mn(4 O neighbors)
Mn(6 O neighbors)
MnO2 (bulk)

1.30
1.36
1.53
1.72
1.88
1.89

1.40
1.43
1.61
1.84
2.01
2.02

1.57
1.58
1.76
1.96
2.12
2.13

Mn(bulk)
Mn(no O neighbor)
Mn(2 O neighbors)
Mn(4 O neighbors)
Mn(6 O neighbors)
MnO2 (bulk)

0.44
0.45
0.55
0.66
0.75
0.77

0.47
0.46
0.56
0.64
0.73
0.75

0.50
0.50
0.59
0.63
0.71
0.75

1.28

1.03

0.78

1.91
1.89
2.05
2.19
2.32
2.33

2.49
2.46
2.56
2.60
2.67
2.69

3.28
3.25
3.29
3.25
3.27
3.29

0.57
0.56
0.64
0.63
0.69
0.74

0.68
0.66
0.72
0.63
0.66
0.74

0.75
0.73
0.76
0.60
0.62
0.72

g̃

s̃

damping on g and s is displayed in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.
The figures show the electron density ρ of sub-subsurface and
surface Fe atoms and the corresponding g or s, undamped and
damped with ρth = 0.002, 0.01, or 0.015 e/bohr 3 .
We calculated g̃ and s̃ on the Ni and Fe atoms in surface
systems with and without oxygen coverage. Different values
of ρth and σ were considered, but we show in Table IV only
the results for g̃ and s̃ obtained with ρth = 0.015 e/bohr 3 and
σ = 2.78 bohr. With this choice the correlation estimators for
the plain surfaces are only slightly enhanced as compared with
the bulk, and the method is optimally sensitive to distinguish
correlated and noncorrelated atoms.
We first discuss Ni(111) surfaces. In the case of (full)
oxygen coverage, the oxygen atom is located at the fcc hollow
site. From Table IV we can see that for the plain Ni(111)
surface the correlation estimators are very close to the bulk
values. However, with full oxygen coverage the Ni atoms at
the surface have values of g̃ and s̃ that are clearly larger than

for the Ni atoms in the subsurface and deeper into the bulk.
By comparing g̃ and s̃ with the corresponding values of bulk
Ni and NiO, we clearly can classify the surface Ni atom in the
fully O-covered surface as correlated.
For Fe(001) surfaces, we studied plain Fe(001) and
Fe(001) with different oxygen coverages, namely, full, full
with one additional oxygen atom in the subsurface (in a 2 × 2
supercell), half, and 1/9 (3 × 3 supercell). In these cases the
surface Fe atoms have 4, 4 or 5, 2, and 1 oxygen neighbors,
respectively. The results in Table IV show that for both full
oxygen coverages all atoms on the surface have the largest
values of g̃ and s̃. In the case of half coverage, g̃ and s̃ on the Fe
atoms at the surface are smaller, whereas a further reduction
is obtained for the Fe atoms in the subsurfaces [except in the
case of full coverage(2)] and for all Fe atoms in the case
of 1/9 coverage. In the subsurface of full coverage(2), each
Fe atom has two oxygen nearest neighbors and is therefore
expected to be more correlated. For comparison we also show
the values for bulk Fe and FeO. For convenience we also show

FIG. 5. Values of g̃ and s̃ on Mn atoms in the Mn/MnO2 interface
system calculated with σ = 1.78 bohr plotted against the number of
oxygen atoms surrounding a Mn atom.

FIG. 6. The magnetic moment M (μB ) on Mn atoms in the
Mn/MnO2 interface system calculated for PBE, PBE + U with U =
3.9 eV and PBE + U with interpolated U values.
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TABLE IV. Values of g̃ and s̃ on TM atoms in plain Ni(111) and
Fe(001) surfaces, as well as in Ni(111) with full oxygen coverage and
Fe(001) with different oxygen coverage. The values in bold indicate
the correlated atoms; σ = 2.78 bohr and ρth = 0.015 e/bohr 3 were
used in the calculations. The results for bulk Ni (FM), NiO (AFM),
Fe (FM), and FeO (AFM) are also shown for comparison. Fe-full
coverage(2) is a 2 × 2 Fe surface with full oxygen coverage and one
extra oxygen in the subsurface and (*) indicates the Fe atom on the
surface which also has one oxygen neighbor in the subsurface.
System

FIG. 7. Electron density ρ, original g [Eq. (2)], and g damped
with different threshold densities ρth [Eq. (5)] plotted for the Fe(001)
surface along the [001] direction into the vacuum. Fesss and Fes
indicate the sub-subsurface and surface Fe atoms, respectively.

the results for the surface and subsurface Fe atoms graphically
in Fig. 9 and identify the surface atoms in the full coverage
case as correlated. Whether the Fe atoms on the surface with
half oxygen coverage or in the subsurface with full oxygen
coverage should be considered as correlated or not depends on
the chosen boundary value (e.g., see dashed line in Fig. 9? as a
possible choice) or one could use our estimators to interpolate
the value of U for the different Fe atoms.
We also calculated g̃ and s̃ on the Cu atoms in the more
complex system shown in Fig. 10. It consists of a nonmagnetic
Cu5 O cluster adsorbed on the anatase TiO2 (101) (3 × 2) surface. This and similar systems studied in Ref. [46] constitute
very irregular surfaces with Cu atoms ranging from neutral
to +2-charged. The results obtained with σ = 2.78 bohr are
shown in Table V. As discussed in Sec. III A, the correlation
estimators are mainly determined by the environment of the
TM atom and the results show that the correlated Cu atoms
(Cu1 − Cu4) are those which are bonded to O atoms of the
surface or cluster and have values above 1.7 for g̃ and at ∼0.6
for s̃. They are thus larger than for the noncorrelated Cu5 atom
(g̃ = 1.59 and s̃ = 0.48) that is bonded only to another Cu
atom. The results for the bulk solids Cu (NM), CuO (AFM),

FIG. 8. Electron density ρ, original s [Eq. (6)], and s damped
with different threshold densities ρth [Eq. (7)] plotted for the Fe(001)
surface along the [001] direction into the vacuum. Fesss and Fes
indicate the sub-subsurface and surface Fe atoms, respectively.

Ni (Ni@surface)
Ni (Ni@subsurface)
Ni-full coverage (Ni@surface)
Ni-full coverage (Ni@subsurface)
Ni-full coverage (Ni@middle)
Ni(bulk)
NiO(bulk)
Fe (Fe@surface)
Fe (Fe@subsurface)
Fe (Fe@middle)
Fe-full coverage (Fe@surface)
Fe-full coverage (Fe@subsurface)
Fe-full coverage (Fe@middle)
Fe-full coverage(2) (Fe@surface*)
Fe-full coverage(2) (Fe@surface)
Fe-full coverage(2) (Fe@subsurface)
Fe-full coverage(2) (Fe@middle)
Fe-half coverage (Fe@surface)
Fe-half coverage [Fe@subsurface(near O)]
Fe-half coverage [Fe@subsurface(far O)]
Fe-half coverage (Fe@middle)
Fe-1/9 coverage [Fe@surface(near O)]
Fe-1/9 coverage [Fe@surface (far O)]
Fe-1/9 coverage [Fe@subsurface(near O)]
Fe-1/9 coverage [Fe@subsurface(far O)]
Fe-1/9 coverage (Fe@middle)
Fe(bulk)
FeO(bulk)

g̃

s̃

1.52
1.54
1.71
1.56
1.54
1.52
1.81
1.40
1.42
1.38
1.60
1.48
1.39
1.75
1.61
1.52
1.41
1.55
1.47
1.46
1.39
1.45
1.40
1.46
1.42
1.38
1.37
1.73

0.51
0.49
0.56
0.49
0.49
0.48
0.65
0.47
0.49
0.47
0.55
051
0.47
0.56
0.56
0.53
0.49
0.52
0.50
0.50
0.47
0.49
0.47
0.50
0.49
0.47
0.47
0.64

FIG. 9. Values of g̃ and s̃ for different Fe atoms on the surface
and subsurface of Fe(001) surfaces with different O coverage calculated with σ = 2.78 bohr. The down triangles are the results for the
Fe(001) surface with full oxygen coverage and one extra oxygen in
the subsurface. The dashed line shows our selected value to separate
correlated and noncorrelated atoms. The green triangles are g̃ and s̃
for bulk Fe and bulk FeO.
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TABLE V. g̃, s̃, and Bader charge of the five Cu atoms of the
Cu5 O cluster adsorbed on the anatase TiO2 (101) surface. The values
in bold indicate the correlated atoms. σ = 2.78 bohr and ρth = 0.015
e/bohr 3 were used in the calculations. The results for Cu in bulk Cu
(NM), CuO (AFM), and Cu2 O (NM) are also shown for comparison.
System

FIG. 10. Side view of a Cu5 O cluster adsorbed on the anatase
TiO2 (101) surface. The color coding of the atoms is as follows: Red
(surface O), yellow (O bonded to Cu), blue (Ti), brown (correlated
Cu), orange (noncorrelated Cu).

and Cu2 O (NM) are also shown in Table V, and we can see
that the values for bulk Cu are similar to the values for the
Cu5 atom. The values of g̃ for CuO and Cu2 O are larger and
smaller than for Cu1 − Cu4, respectively. For s̃, the values are
larger in both CuO and Cu2 O compared with Cu1 − Cu4.
Obviously, the oxidation state also depends on the environment and it is interesting to calculate the Bader charges [47] of
the Cu atoms as an additional quantity to compare with. The
calculation of the Bader charge is based on the gradient vector
field of ρ, and the surfaces of zero flux define the atoms and
therefore their charge (nuclear charge minus integrated ρ). As
shown in Table V, the Bader charge is almost zero for the
noncorrelated Cu5, while it amounts to 0.60 for Cu1 and Cu2
and 0.41 for Cu3 and Cu4, corresponding to Cu+ ions, which
were estimated as correlated atoms.
Thus, overall there are very clear trends in the values of the
correlation estimators on the TM atoms also in complicated
systems. Thus this demonstrates that g̃ or s̃ can be efficiently
used to estimate the correlation on TM atoms in complex
systems like interfaces or surfaces.

IV. SUMMARY

TiO2 -Cu5 O(Cu1)
TiO2 -Cu5 O(Cu2)
TiO2 -Cu5 O(Cu3)
TiO2 -Cu5 O(Cu4)
TiO2 -Cu5 O(Cu5)
Cu(bulk)
CuO(bulk)
Cu2 O(bulk)

g̃

s̃

Bader charge

1.74
1.74
1.72
1.72
1.59
1.51
1.80
1.64

0.58
0.58
0.59
0.59
0.48
0.48
0.77
0.67

0.60
0.60
0.41
0.41
0.07
0
1.07
0.55

know from experience in which systems the TM atoms are
correlated, there is a very clear difference in the values of
the correlation estimators between correlated (e.g., in oxides)
and noncorrelated (e.g., in pure metals) TM atoms. In more
complicated systems, like at interfaces or surfaces, it may
be unclear whether a certain TM atom is correlated or not;
however, we showed that our correlation estimators are very
reliable in providing a very good hint on the correlation
strength. We have demonstrated the power of the estimators
for oxygen-covered TM surfaces, for Cu5 O clusters adsorbed
on the TiO2 -anatase surface, and a Mn/MnO2 interface. Thus,
g̃ or s̃ could be used to determine which atoms a Hubbard U
correction should be applied in a DFT + U calculation. According to the results shown in this work, we would favor g̃ as
a more reliable estimator. However, it does not seem possible
to go to a more quantitative level and to find a relation between
the estimators and a specific value of U in general, although
it might be possible to use g̃ or s̃ in systems having several
TM atoms of the same type but in different environments, as
demonstrated for the Mn/MnO2 interface or the Fe and Ni
surfaces.

In this work, we have shown that the value of the correlation estimators g̃ and s̃ at the nucleus of a TM atom, which
are local averages of density-dependent quantities around the
corresponding atom, can be used to estimate the strength of
correlation of the TM atom. In bulk solids, where we usually

L.K. and P.B. acknowledge support by the TU-D doctoral
college (TU Wien).
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